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a people’s movement for the truth

DECEMBER 2011, BEIJING

THREE YEARS AFTER ALL THE FANFARE OF
THE OLYMPICS, THE CITY was REELING
FROM HEAVY POLLUTION LIKE A BAD
HANGOVER..

.. but CAN’T YOU
BOOK ANOTHER
FLIGHT, honey?
no, they’ve
cancelled 700
flights!

I know, it
must be the
awful
pollution. Yet
on tv, the
forecast said
‘clear and
sunny’..

i wish i could
take our baby
outside for a
stroll.

“..we have closed some of the
highways. the traffic inconvenience
is regretted..

hello,
mrs li. sorry for
bothering you but do
you have some tylenol?
I have this mild
hello, xun!
cold..
oh
i do, but
please come
in first..

..but we request all citizens
not to spread lies and
rumors about there being a
pollution problem.”

here you
go..a cup of
tea would do
you some
good.

ohh thanks,
mrs li. where’s
your baby little
deng? is he asleep
right now?

i just put
him to bed.
he’s been a bit
unwell.

oh poor
little thing..
oh and mr li is
not back
yet?

no, his
flight got
cancelled.

weird, yes.. but that’s life in beijing
right now. the other day i couldn’t even
find a gas mask online. out of stock, they
said! yet our government only publishes
pm10 readings instead of pm2.5*. they
say the air is only ‘slightly polluted’!

if he’s still
gas masks?!
in hong kong,
are you serious,
maybe you should
xun? that’d be the
ask him to get a few
weirdest gift..
gas masks as
gifts.

*PM (particulate matter) 2.5 are
air pollutants two and a half
microns in diameter. they are
small enough to enter into our
respiratory and blood system,
causing adverse health effects.

human hair : 50-70
micrometers in
diameter

pm2.5: combustion
particles, metals,
etc, less than 2.5
micrometers

fine beach sand: about 90
micrometers in size
“you know who is measuring the real
pollution level in beijing? the U.s.
embassy. and they say the air quality is
hazardous.”

many are following the embassy’s
twitter* feed where they publish
hourly pm 2.5 measurements. And it
is not looking good for our city..

*twitter is blocked in china but many people
find ways to use it anyway.

xun was not alone. On sina weibo (similar to twitter) China’s netizens
were having heated discussions about the pollution and venting their
frustration at the authorities.

“MY nose
has hurt
for the
past few
days.”

“If things keep
going like this, a
good number of
people are simply
going to collapse.”

celebrity weibo users
began re-posting u.s.
embassy pm2.5 readings
to millions of
followers and sharing
their opinions on the
issue. among them was
investor Xue Manzi

the children’s author
zheng yuanjie ..

“Thanks to the party
for letting us live in
a fairy tale land.”
“hmm.. I love the
smell of smog in
the morning.”

.. and the real estate
tycoon Pan shiyi.

embarrassed by how many people were seeing the U.s.
embassy numbers, Chinese officials started attacking
the americans for ‘confusing the public’.

Then, a ChinaDialogue journalist
exposed that officials were actually
deflating the pollution
statistics by adding new measuring
stations in cleaner suburbs!
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what do we do? too many
people know the ratings
aren’t accurate! we can’t
denounce everyone as having
false results!

January, 2012. Chinese new year. as

online pressure continued to build, the
chinese government began to realize they
would lose all credibility on this major
public health issue unless they took action.
high-level officials began saying things had
to change, and finally, they did.

Hello, mrs Li! mr li!
wait for me..

Big newS!officials are
saying they’ll finally
start publishing hourly
pm2.5 measurements for
beijing. all that online
outcry worked!!

that’s
incredible! a
new year’s gift
from the
government.. if
you can call it
that.

“they’ve also called for stricter
monitoring standards and are going to
publish levels of ozone.”

it’s important
that
environmental
monitoring data
more closely
reflect people’s
actual
experience.
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“The new standards will be applied in
beijing and other key cities, and extended
to the whole country by 2016.
beijing

tianjin

if you ask me, they
should just do it right
away!

yangtze
river delta

pearl river
delta

still, it is something.. a small
but significant victory for
everyone who took action.

and it was safer
Yes, with so many
to participate
thousands speaking out,
when so many
including celebrities,
people were
the government couldn’t
involved
and they
just make this disappear
didn’t
have
to
and keeping telling us
gather
in
the
lies.
streets.

ahh there you go, dear.. i
hope you can see what a
lovely evening this is.

the pm2.5 campaign was a huge success
for online organizing in china, showing
the potential power of widespread
mobilization over the internet.

